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Together, we are building the

Empathy Generation

Empathy
The skill to understand another
person and the ability to create space
for someone to reveal their authentic
self whilst reserving judgement.

Lens Studio Workshop
Empathy Week is a global schools programme that uses the power of
ﬁlm to build the skill of empathy in every student.. Over the past two
years we’ve engaged 100,000 students from 40+ countries, providing
them with incredible experiences to develop the skills of empathy as
well as leadership and resilience.
In 2021, Empathy Week formed a partnership with Snap Inc. to run a
lens studio workshop with students from across the world and in June
2021, 25 students from 5 schools in the UK, Mexico and USA took part.
A workshop that taught students about the history of augmented
reality (AR) and how they themselves could use this software to make
empathetic lens’ they can use in the real world.
A unique opportunity that built empathy in a number of ways:
1.
2.
3.

Understanding the use of tech to develop empathy
Meeting other students from around the world
Seeing and learning from ‘real-life’ humans at Snap and gaining
a better understanding of careers in the creative, tech and AR
space.

Lens Studio Workshop

Tom and Hamid, two amazing certiﬁed lens studio creators explored the designs they had made for Empathy Week
as well as having fun of course with the students and showing them how to use the lens studio software.

Student feedback
Your favourite part
Student from Mexico:
I loved that the creators brought and
showed us icons that currently help
apps like Snapchat grow and that users
like; I liked it too much because it is
something that we currently use daily,
but as you said we can also be helpful
by sharing and I loved it :)
Student from UK:
Hearing from professionals in the ﬁeld,
and how they use the lens studio on a
daily basis to connect with people
globally.

Would you recommend the
workshop to others?
Student from Mexico:
100%, it is important for us to know
about new topics like programming or
creating our own lens, but if it can have
an incredible message (as it did in the
workshop) that we can share through it,
it’s then even more interesting and if we
learn about a topic we must care and
talk about it.
Student from UK:
I would, because I am acquainted with
many people who use ﬁlters far more
than I do, and thus I would recommend
that they too perhaps can understand
the workings of these ﬁlters in greater
depth, as well as to perhaps create their
own for their own purposes.

What teachers said
Karina (Mexican Teacher)

Jemima (UK Teacher)

“After the workshop I met my
students and they were really
amazed about what they learned
during the workshop. We decided
we will watch the recording and
meet again to design two lenses:
one for the school and one for
Empathy Week. Hopefully we
could make is soon (they are in
their ﬁnals, we only have 3 week
left to ﬁnish this school year). One
of them shared that how
impressive is to see how social
media could be use to develop
skills and socio-emotional skills as
Empathy.”

“This was an amazing opportunity
that inspired all of the students
who took part. Our students don't
have many opportunities to take
part in workshops, let alone one
with such a powerful company
they know of. This workshop
allowed learners to continue to
engage with their empathy week
projects but also they can now
raise awareness of their work with
their friends using a ﬁlter to send
to them about it. It would be great
to have more opportunities like
this to encourage learners from
disadvantaged backgrounds to be
inspired and to look into diﬀerent
careers. Thank you for this
opportunity!”

Sharon (UK Teacher)
“Thank you for this unique and
special opportunity for our
students to take part in the
Snapchat Lens workshop. They
really engaged with it and it was a
real privilege to work with such
talented and creative
professionals.We want now to take
this expertise forward in school to
spread the message of unity,
empathy and celebrating all
members of our community.”

The Future
In 2022 we are ﬁlming 5 amazing individuals in the UK again
(due to Covid-19) but bringing a new theme for 2022 - ‘Passion
and Purpose’.
Within this theme we will be exploring 5 humans stories which
touch on other themes such as gender equality, disability and
living with Downs syndrome, power of sport, music, chasing your
passion, believing in yourself, dealing with negative mental
health and thriving with positive mental health, immigration
status and more.
Our long term vision is hard to achieve and know we cannot do it
alone. However, we know that if we can reach every student in
the world with Empathy Week each year. It means a world where
young people enter adulthood with the skill of empathy, an
understanding of others, a curiosity to learn and communities
that suﬀer less through ignorance and thrive through greater
understanding. Empathy is teachable and it can help us build a
better world for ourselves and others.
Are you in?

To change the world, you ﬁrst need
to understand the people in it.
WATCH THE TRAILER

www.empathy-week.com
CONTACT US

